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Q2 - Which Faculty are you registered in?

Arts

Business
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Continuing

Education
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# Field Minimum Maximum Mean Std Deviation Variance Count

1 Which Faculty are you registered in? 473.00 485.00 478.99 4.13 17.08 1,285

# Field Choice Count



Showing rows 1 - 14 of 14

# Field Choice Count

1 Arts 17.15% 217.77

2 Business Administration 11.04% 140.20

3 Centre for Continuing Education 0.37% 4.67

4 Education 8.22% 104.34

5 Engineering and Applied Science 5.02% 63.72

6 La Cité universitaire francophone 0.07% 0.92

7 Media, Art, and Performance 2.04% 25.94

8 Graduate Studies and Research 3.00% 38.11

9 Kinesiology and Health Studies 4.37% 55.49

10 Nursing 23.70% 301.04

11 Science 15.94% 202.40

12 Social Work 8.68% 110.17

13 Other 0.41% 5.22

1269.97

Q2_11_TEXT - Other
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Q4 - What is your level of study?

Undergraduate

Graduate

Other

0 100 200 300 400 500 600 700 800 900 1000 1100 1200

# Field Minimum Maximum Mean Std Deviation Variance Count

1 What is your level of study? - Selected Choice 1.00 3.00 1.10 0.32 0.10 1,267

Showing rows 1 - 4 of 4

# Field Choice Count

1 Undergraduate 91.39% 1144.87

2 Graduate 7.86% 98.43

3 Other 0.75% 9.39

1252.69

Q4_3_TEXT - Other

Other

student of PhD

Certificate

Post Graduate

2 year pre-social work

Diploma



Q5 - In which institution(s) are you currently enrolled? Check all that apply.

University of Regina

First Nations
University of Canada

Campion College

Luther College

Other
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Showing rows 1 - 6 of 6

# Field Choice Count

1 University of Regina 77.47% 1168.95

2 First Nations University of Canada 3.27% 49.39

3 Campion College 5.58% 84.12

4 Luther College 6.34% 95.65

5 Other 7.34% 110.76

1508.86

Q5_6_TEXT - Other

Other
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Other
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Other
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Other
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Other
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Q7 - Are you aware of course material/textbook costs before registering for a class?

All of the time

Some of the time

Rarely

Never
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# Field Minimum Maximum Mean
Std

Deviation
Variance Count

1
Are you aware of course material/textbook costs before

registering for a class?
1.00 4.00 2.46 1.05 1.11 1,284

Showing rows 1 - 5 of 5

# Field Choice Count

1 All of the time 20.75% 263.11

2 Some of the time 34.02% 431.36

3 Rarely 23.09% 292.74

4 Never 22.14% 280.74

1267.95



Q8 - Approximately how much have you spent on purchasing course materials/textbooks

during the last 12 months?

$0.00

$1.00 - $50.00

$51.00 - $150.00

$151.00 - $250.00

$251.00 - $500.00

Over $501.00
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# Field Minimum Maximum Mean
Std

Deviation
Variance Count

1
Approximately how much have you spent on purchasing course

materials/textbooks during the last 12 months?
1.00 6.00 4.98 1.17 1.38 1,286

Showing rows 1 - 7 of 7

# Field Choice Count

1 $0.00 2.75% 34.88

2 $1.00 - $50.00 1.31% 16.64

3 $51.00 - $150.00 6.27% 79.64

4 $151.00 - $250.00 14.89% 189.05

5 $251.00 - $500.00 33.68% 427.74

6 Over $501.00 41.11% 522.03

1269.97



Q9 - Which of the following actions have you taken as a result of the cost of course

materials/textbooks required for your course(s)? Select all that apply.

Bought used copies
of course

materials/textbooks
from the campus

booktstore

Bought course
materials/textbooks
from a source other
than the bookstore

(e.g. Amazon)

Bought a digital
version of the

course
material/textbook

Rented the course
material/textbook

from the bookstore

Used a copy of the
course

materials/textbooks
from the campus

library

Shared course
materials/textbooks

with classmates

Downloaded a copy
of the course

material/textbook
from the internet

Bought course
material/textbook

at regular cost
from the campus

bookstore

Sold course
materials/textbooks

Borrowed course
materials/textbooks

Other

0 100 200 300 400 500 600 700 800

# Field Choice Count

1 Bought used copies of course materials/textbooks from the campus booktstore 16.28% 781.28

2 Bought course materials/textbooks from a source other than the bookstore (e.g. Amazon) 15.19% 728.97

3 Bought a digital version of the course material/textbook 7.33% 351.92

4 Rented the course material/textbook from the bookstore 2.48% 119.12



Showing rows 1 - 12 of 12

# Field Choice Count

5 Used a copy of the course materials/textbooks from the campus library 6.24% 299.48

6 Shared course materials/textbooks with classmates 9.25% 444.14

7 Downloaded a copy of the course material/textbook from the internet 6.42% 308.35

8 Bought course material/textbook at regular cost from the campus bookstore 14.27% 684.83

9 Sold course materials/textbooks 12.62% 605.67

10 Borrowed course materials/textbooks 7.88% 378.39

11 Other 2.03% 97.42

4799.56

Q9_11_TEXT - Other

Other

I didn’t take any steps to lower costs because I want the most up to date resources

Bought used copies from others

Also didn’t bother buying or using if I found it unnecessary

bought some online from face book used from pervious students or bought older versions

bought used later edition of the textbook

bought used books from past students on facebook

Bought older versions of textbooks than the course required to make it cheaper

bought used text books from online from previous students

Got textbooks from other students who had taken the course

They never have used at the bookstore for me.

didnt buy them, too expensive

did not purchase material

Online Course...

purschased off the Fb page for u of r textbooks and varage sale

Bought course material/textbooks second-hand



Other

brought from other students.

Didn’t buy the optional ones. Got a job.

Used copies weren’t available so I had to buy brand new. Over $100 for each book.

Bought used material from other students

Just couldn't buy some textbooks, too broke

didn't buy the needing textbooks

Rented from an online source

Didn’t buy the required textbook at all

Borrowed textbooks from the public library

Got student loans

Bought used from fellow students.

Photocopying pages from the text book

bought used from other people

Bought textbooks used from other students.

gave away old books for other students to use rathe than spend $$

avoided purchasing books at all and relying on class notes

Didn’t buy it

Bought used copies on a Facebook Buy and Sell or Kijiji

Brought used textbooks from other students

Facebook and varage sale for buying used texts

Bought used online

I just didn't buy/read the texts

Bought used material/textbooks from other students

Bought second hand



Other

Not purchasing due to price, get them from public library

Bought from a previous student

Got student loans

Bought used course material/textbook from a former nursing student

Not bought the Textbook

Bought used textbooks/materials from the Facebook page

Bought used copies from previous students on the facebook buy and sell page

Facebook buy/sell group

bought used texts off varagesale/facebook

Ordered on chapters using rewards points

never get them

Didn’t buy any

Bought textbooks from other students who no longer need them

bought used texts from former students

Bought used textbooks from Students on Facebook

didnt get textbook

Im on student funding. My books get ordered for me.

bought and sold used textbooks on sites like Kijiji or even facebook

bought textbooks off of other students

Risked my marks without using a textbook because I can't afford it

Didn't get the textbook

Bought second-hand from a classmate

Gone without course materials and textbooks

Not used the course materials



Other

bought second hand textbooks from previous students

bought used online

Looked for used books from students

bought from students

The buy back program

Bought Course Material From Kijiji

I have also gone without the assigned textbooks (i.e., did not buy or borrow them) as a result of the costs

did not buy

bought used copies from random people off of varagesale.

Bought used on facebook

Bought used books from Facebook market place

Bought on varage sale cause it’s way too expensive in store. And to reuse

purchased from previous students

Amazon

Bought used from facebook group

Bought textbooks off of used websites (ex VarageSale)

Bought used books from Varagesale or Marketplace

Need get a new textbook to get the access code for the class quiz/assignment

purchased textbooks from other students a year higher in the program

Did not purchase textbook/materials

Gone without required textbooks because I can’t afford them

Bought course materials from used facebook sites,kijiji etc

Bought used not from the bookstore

Went without the textbook



Other

Printed chapters online

Purchased Second hand from another student

Yeah I used the buy and sell Facebook page



Q10 - Have you ever taken the following actions due to the cost of course

materials/textbooks?

Never

Rarely

Sometimes

Often

All the time

0 100 200 300 400 500 600 700 800 900 1000

Taken fewer courses
Not registered for a specific course
Dropped a course
Not purchased the course materials/textbooks for the course
Used older editions of course materials/textbooks

# Field Minimum Maximum Mean Std Deviation Variance Count

1 Taken fewer courses 1.00 5.00 1.57 0.99 0.98 1,270

2 Not registered for a specific course 1.00 5.00 1.51 0.94 0.88 1,264

3 Dropped a course 1.00 5.00 1.41 0.85 0.72 1,265

4 Not purchased the course materials/textbooks for the course 1.00 5.00 2.81 1.27 1.61 1,271

5 Used older editions of course materials/textbooks 1.00 5.00 3.05 1.25 1.56 1,277



Showing rows 1 - 5 of 5

## FieldField NeverNever RarelyRarely SometimesSometimes OftenOften All the timeAll the time TotalTotal

1 Taken fewer courses 71.15% 900.91 9.92% 125.63 13.70% 173.47 3.57% 45.19 1.66% 21.04 1266.24

2
Not registered for a specific
course

72.60% 917.71 11.59% 146.47 10.95% 138.43 3.71% 46.94 1.15% 14.57 1264.11

3 Dropped a course 77.68% 986.46 10.38% 131.78 8.58% 109.01 2.58% 32.78 0.78% 9.94 1269.97

4
Not purchased the course
materials/textbooks for the
course

24.55% 310.33 11.68% 147.72 30.75% 388.76 25.82% 326.41 7.20% 91.05 1264.26

5
Used older editions of course
materials/textbooks

17.69% 224.23 11.43% 144.88 32.87% 416.54 26.24% 332.49 11.76% 149.06 1267.20

Never

Rarely

Sometimes

Often

All the time
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Taken fewer courses
Not registered for a specific course
Dropped a course
Not purchased the course materials/textbooks for the course
Used older editions of course materials/textbooks



Q11 - How familiar are you with open educational resources?

I have never heard
of open educational

resources

I've heard of open
educational

resources, but have
never used any

I've used open
educational resource

in a course

Other

0 100 200 300 400 500 600 700 800 900

# Field Minimum Maximum Mean
Std

Deviation
Variance Count

1
How familiar are you with open educational resources? -

Selected Choice
1.00 4.00 1.45 0.74 0.54 1,282

Showing rows 1 - 5 of 5

# Field Choice Count

1 I have never heard of open educational resources 68.40% 866.54

2 I've heard of open educational resources, but have never used any 18.67% 236.53

3 I've used open educational resource in a course 12.07% 152.93

4 Other 0.86% 10.90

1266.90

Q11_4_TEXT - Other

Other

Tried to use a resource, but found that I work and study bets with owning a hard copy that I can highlight and make notes in

I’m well versed in them, but do not utilize them.

I understand the concept but have never heard of it

I only learned of them from this survey



Other

Sometimes I borrow book from campus library for some courses

I will never use them because i need a book to study NOT an online book.

I’ve used open educational resource for my own personal learning outside of class

Have some familiarity about open educational resources

I have but I didn't know thats what it's called

I have heard of it, but it doesn’t have the required text

Not helpful



Q12 - Rank the importance of the following attributes of course materials/textbooks:

Extremely important

Very important

Moderately
important

Slightly important

Not at all
important

0 100 200 300 400 500 600 700 800

Low cost and/or free
Multi-format i.e. accessible on multiple devices
Currency of information
Relevance ie. to course, to self, to context
Ability to share easily
Ability to keep resource
Ability to annotate i.e. mark up
Other



## FieldField MinimumMinimum MaximumMaximum MeanMean Std DeviationStd Deviation VarianceVariance CountCount

1 Low cost and/or free 1.00 5.00 1.58 0.79 0.62 1,280

2 Multi-format i.e. accessible on multiple devices 1.00 5.00 2.45 1.25 1.55 1,276

3 Currency of information 1.00 5.00 1.89 0.91 0.84 1,273

4 Relevance ie. to course, to self, to context 1.00 5.00 1.44 0.67 0.45 1,278

5 Ability to share easily 1.00 5.00 2.51 1.19 1.41 1,276

6 Ability to keep resource 1.00 5.00 2.29 1.13 1.28 1,272

7 Ability to annotate i.e. mark up 1.00 5.00 2.68 1.29 1.67 1,273

8 Other 1.00 5.00 3.13 1.71 2.92 202

Showing rows 1 - 8 of 8

# Field
Extremely
important

Very important
Moderately
important

Slightly
important

Not at all
important

Total

1 Low cost and/or free 57.05% 722.86 29.83% 377.88 10.85% 137.45 1.80% 22.75 0.48% 6.02 1266.96

2
Multi-format i.e. accessible
on multiple devices

28.21% 356.58 26.43% 334.10 24.48% 309.43 13.07% 165.24 7.80% 98.55 1263.91

3 Currency of information 39.78% 501.79 36.71% 462.97 18.59% 234.44 3.85% 48.56 1.07% 13.49 1261.26

4
Relevance ie. to course, to
self, to context

64.09% 810.68 28.82% 364.50 5.65% 71.45 1.36% 17.23 0.08% 1.02 1264.88

5 Ability to share easily 24.35% 307.51 25.96% 327.88 28.49% 359.73 14.96% 188.92 6.24% 78.77 1262.83

6 Ability to keep resource 30.53% 384.31 28.06% 353.22 26.25% 330.45 11.40% 143.49 3.77% 47.42 1258.88

7
Ability to annotate i.e. mark
up

22.75% 286.80 23.48% 295.98 26.81% 338.00 15.68% 197.66 11.29% 142.34 1260.78

8 Other 28.99% 57.59 12.77% 25.37 12.76% 25.35 4.77% 9.48 40.72% 80.89 198.66
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Q16 - What guidance would you give to faculty and staff at the University of Regina

regarding the potential adoption of Open Educational Resources in courses and

programs?

What guidance would you give to faculty and staff at the University of Regi...

Get the old editions, if possible.

Use it if it will be a convenient way for students to access cheap, good quality materials. Sounds high maintenance, but I think if we had better ways of
accessing cheaper materials then we would have a lot less financial stress.

Make this program known to more students. I had never heard of it before this survey.

please consider affordable options for REQUIRED texts for students

Ensure that it does not increase tuition/books or materials needed for classes.

Please use them when possible! I have bought textbooks and then found out most of the information was accessible online. Slightly more work for
instructors, but students would really appreciate it.

I think that this would provide financial relief to students. I also think that it would help with consistency throughout the student body in terms of
materials students are using.

This would be helpful as with the increasing tuition fee, we students most of the time don't even bother to get the materials needed for the class as
most of us are not financially well off.

only request that students buy the textbooks that are NECESSARY and not that you think would be "nice". If one textbook would do exactly what 3
textbooks collectively would do, get the one textbook

I think that this resource would allow better acedemic outcomes for students, especially when considering economic status.

Do not let the medium of electronic sources linked with online adapted versions of required textbooks do the teaching that is being paid for by
students.

Actually reading the book prior to the course to see if it does contain relevant info, for example, the current book we have for a research class, the
teachers said they do not like the content/book - don't upgrade unless necessary.

Display more news about this so more students have access to it. I’m surprised I never heard of it before so maybe advertising it around university and
making students aware of it would be extremely helpful!

Be more public about it

Do it!

Make a clear list of guidelines that would be clear throughout all U or R programs including SCBScN so that students understand how it works and
there is no confusion that affects education.



What guidance would you give to faculty and staff at the University of Regi...

Would help out a lot of students that don’t have the funds to purchase textbooks

If it is cheaper and serves the same purpose as a textbook, maybe we can give it a try

boooo

It would be good to put a disclaimer on the books stating that the edition may not be the same that the course needs and to check with their instructor
for approved use.

For me, having cheaper materials would lower my stress levels which would allow me to focus on my studies more

Implement OER in courses and programs and evaluate efficacy of intervention

Consider low income students who are already spending large amounts of money on tuition

Allow options for students. Online resources don’t work for many. Always have options!

I like it more when faculty provide the resources online. Ex. Links to the specific pages on an online textbook. We already pay so much for tuition so this
is always great.

Use them

Have more options for digital books. Carrying an iPad or tablet is easier than 2+ books

Provide page numbers for readings in older edtions of textbooks to reduce stress for students who cannot a ford new additions every year.

I encourage the use of Open Educational Resources

Let students know about it

You definitely should! SInce our tuition is so much more than other universities open educational resources would be a way to lower additional costs to
receive an education

Include the textbooks in our tuition. Make sure the bookstore has enough copies and have the bookstore sell them for cheaper than other sources. Give
students a discount because we are spending enough with the ridiculous tuition prices.

This would be a good idea, but also I think it’s important that the textbooks be actually used in the class. Lots of people don’t but textbooks because
the prof doesn’t actually use them or they are a bad textbook

Please do this before I graduate.

Do it before I graduate please.

No guidance. I think it's great you are exploring this.

I think that reducing costs for students in any way possible without impacting the quality of content is a fantastic idea. Costs per year seem to
increase but student loans does not increase funding leading to less and less money for students. Some courses I have taken have had over five
hundred dollars in books to purchase as well as mandatory online access purchases as well which all add to the huge student loan debt I am
accumulating. This is a great idea to reduce student debt and stresses.



What guidance would you give to faculty and staff at the University of Regi...

If the text can be found online or isn’t mandatory let students know before the first day of class. Usually I’ve already bought my texts by then

I am not sure what this but I am looking forward to the possibility of new options regarding purchasing resources.

I don't know enough about them myself to provide guidance.

It would be extremely useful to students who are extremely hard pressed for money

To let all students know about it, advertise lots

I recently enrolled in the Faculty of Education, and the text book I required was unavailable at the bookstore, or normal online retailers. I have to order
it directly from Pearson.

With critical skillets forecast to be left vacant as people retire, it’s in the best interest of society to assist in making education accessible. I don’t mean
by making the material easier, or pass students without them deserving the pass. I mean make education affordable.

I would reccomend it being implemented, textbooks are very expensive and can be hard to find. Having materials that can be freely used and reused
would be very beneficial

I like the idea, but make sure paper copies are still available, technology is great but old fashioned paper copies are still the best for some.

they can reduce some amount on text books

To advocate for students' financial well-being please starts using Open Education Resources in courses and programs because thinking about
textbooks costs are very stressful for a lot of students. Thank you.

I have had one course where I didn't have to buy the textbook, it was a huge relief. It is really nice when the readings are shorter, but doing long
readings on a computer screen was difficult. It is also helpful when the text had a font that was easy to read.

Having more than one copy of a copy since large classes mean the textbook is often unavailable when I got to the library.

would be great to aquire more information and to be avaiable

Make textbooks free, we pay enough in tuition.

Make textbooks free, we pay enough in tuition,

SHOULD MAKE CONTRACT WITH PUBLISHER FOR SPECIAL DISCOUNT

Sounds like a good idea

.

Advertise it more, as most people do not know what it is.

its important to have

Free online textbook resources (such as code that comes with course textbooks for a ridiculous price) would not use physical resources, but would
greatly improve the education experience for those who cannot afford textbooks, or are in extreme debt due to these unnecessary expenses.



What guidance would you give to faculty and staff at the University of Regi...

keep in mind that affordable for you is very different than affordable for a student

I think that having online resources available to students for free (interactive online textbook rather than pdf file) would lift immense financial stress
from majority of students. Having the solid textbook could be an additional resource for a cost (potentially provide special discounts for students w/o
government funding, or have grants available to cover these costs). The web version of a text does not actuslly cost money to produce in the same way
actual textbooks do, so I think it would be more than reasonable to offer these free to students (or, as an alternative, students pay a small fee of say,
$10 each if absolutely necessary)

It would be helpful for as students when trying to manage finances.

Don't know what it is, so cannot give guidance advice...

I don't know what an open Educational Resources are.

I would rather pay a one time tuition fee and have digital access to all my books as a PDF

Spread awareness of what Open Educational Resources is. In many courses I don't need to keep my text anymore. In other cases, I reference it often.
What impact does Open Educational Resources have on these situations?

For education students it is important to be able to keep resources to use in a classroom setting later after graduation. Many of the open educational
resources would not be beneficial to future teachers.

decreases the stress of finances under the amount of stress we already have about school.

Lower prices.

It would be really beneficial to students who already have a HUGE tuition fee to be able to access all materials online under one program. pages can be
printed at leisure and only pay a single fee each semester/year. That would be my ideal way of reducing cost

This is very resourceful for students with a small income

It may potentially be helpful towards facilitating learning as well as lowering the cost that students have to spend on courses if Open Education
Resources are adopted.

Please consider this. It’s very important for students as I know several students who can’t afford the textbooks needed for their classes.

Professors should only require you to have the textbook if they are actually going to use it

Do it for the benefit of teaching your students of all class levels. (ex. low class, middle class, etc.)

Open Educational Resources would be very helpful to students who are needing to save money.

It would be nice if textbooks would be cheaper and more applicable to our classes.

Nothing

have the profs indicate if mandatory or not. many profs indicate 'required' but never use them

It would be super helpful because tuition is ridiculously high, we are all poor and stressed out. so please consider having free textbooks. at least for
those who really need them.



What guidance would you give to faculty and staff at the University of Regi...

If textbooks do have to be purchased, it would be nice if we were able to obtain a hard copy and digital once we buy a book

Please include this option more often. With tuition costs and books classes can cost over $1000 per.

make some cheap book then student can easily by the book

I think Open Educational Resources should be used for more courses. The only drawback is I find it harder at times to absorb the information over the
computer, rather than having a paper copy. I really like the idea the textbooks are free and accessible on many electronic devices.

Open education resources is good for students so keep it up.

Nothing

Also, it is a HUGE priority to release public and detailed course syllabus' so that students can work ahead when they do have the time.

Some faulty and staff members are helpful,but not all

From the classes that I have taken so far, I have barely used the textbooks in class although they were "Mandatory". This especially sucks as I know
that it has happened to many of my peers and makes students spend unnecessary amounts on textbooks that they don't even need

I believe Open Educational Resources are beneficial to student's learning because it allows the students who could not afford to buy the expensive
textbooks an opportunity to get the extra information that comes from the textbook just like the rest of the enrolled students.

Less textbooks that cost over $150 that you only use once or twice and is not important for learning.

If it saves students a lot of money than its a really good idea.

Talk more about them. Ensure that students know what they are, where they are, and how to use them.

more awareness

It should not be expected that students have to by the latest addition of a text book at full price to succeed in a class. This gives an automatic
disadvantage to students who are less financially stable.

promote on the first day, make it clear that you value education over the educational business

Make the textbooks cheaper or get the profs to tell us if we actually need them

Let us rent new books and offer more during buy backs. It’s a rip off you guys buy them for less than 50% of what their worth when they were only
used one semester. I’ve had books with no highlighting in and offered next to nothing so I re sell to students instead.

We would very much encourage you to do so for it will be very helpful to students.

make sure the rules are clear and that the system is not abused.

I would absolutely like this. Adoption of it from the U of R would help increase awareness for anyone who does not know they exist, and greatly help
with lowering the economic burden on students.

Make them free



What guidance would you give to faculty and staff at the University of Regi...

If it is going to save the student money, do it!

N/A

this would be a step in the right direction

Advertisement through guidance counsellors and school tutors

Some people study best having a hard copy, so having the option to print the material would be beneficial

Monitor the textbooks and materials required by instructors as some are not needed in classes and many are only "required" because the professor
wrote it. There are typically more affordable options that exist instead of the most expensive that seem to be required for courses.

If The University of Regina was to make such an adaption I would suggest that they make sure to spread awareness of it to the students well since one
such as myself tends to buy the text books before the classes begin and usually find out about cheaper allernatives when it is already to late.

include textbook costs in our already high tuition

This is extremely valuable and cost effective if an Open Educational program can be used to reduce book/material cost if only a portion of the material
covered within a class is from that resource.

Use textbook in which there is not much diffenwnce in 2nd or 3rd edition.

Welcoming idea. I love to use OER. Students who study with borrowed loans would feel breathtaking and comfortable.

Do it.

Many courses require textbooks, that are never used an bought for expensive prices, maybe keeping track of such circumstances will help with saving
a lot of money. Also give the opportunity to rent more, and buy used copies at a more reasonable price. Provide with more than one textbook copy in
the library so that accessibility can be easier for those who cannot afford. Open Educational Resource is a very good option, but not everyone enjoys
reading from a computer screen so provide access to hardcopies too.

Please do make the purchase price of second hand book cheaper as when the books are cheaply bought back from the students.

Access to open resources should be enhanced. Faculty and students can share their own pdf versions of the books with University resources as a
voluntry act of academic generosity and compassion towards making knowlwdgw accessable

Why not adopt it if it allows every student to be able to access the course material? It is a useful initiative. I hope the U of R works to implement the
initiative.

Professors put the material online that they want us to read, rather than telling us to purchase a textbook (when appropriate).

The Open Stax Textbook for Biology is phenomenal, though I noticed the course being taught is closer to the layout/order of the Campbell text. I wish it
was somewhere in the middle.

Share this information with students. Having more options and cheaper ones will always be best. Never heard of OER until this survey, just googled and
wished I had heard of earlier.

Have more used copies available



What guidance would you give to faculty and staff at the University of Regi...

Make textbooks more accessible to students

Perhaps, find cheeper alternitives to text books

educate more students on what it is and the pros and cons to it

Raising tuition and raising the price of textbooks is awful. Please help to financially unscrew the students at the U of R.

I recommend that faculty and staff take the time to explain to students what Open Educational Resources are before implementing the system. I have
never heard of the program, or if I have, I am not aware of it being called the Open Educational Resources program. They need to also outline what the
program's benefits and takeaways are if this system were to be adopted at a much more widespread scale.

it would result in everyone having access to the materials and thus perhaps performing better

I can not provide any guidance since i know very little about open educational resources

I do not know

I would think its a good idea and would help decrease stress

This is a valuable action for all the students especially the rising costs of the books are unreal and buying the books to be only used for 1 course takes a
big chunk of money as a student.

Make students aware of its availability, more students would read important course content if affordable, accessible and free.

This sounds like a really good option, tuition is already so expensive and while having school be our job mostly, this would help relieve some financial
stress.

Some students can not afford textbooks it will be good to know if this open educational resource is coming at a cost students can afford

-

i am unsure of what open educational resources are. but if it means giving resources to the people who need it then I think it would be awesome for the
students who struggle to get the resources they need.

Try to implement them as much as possible as long as the content of the course is not sacrificed.

I am assuming this means access online or free. I think relief a lot of stress off of student, especially if you textbook cost $130 and you can only use it
for 1 semester.

Make it happen in all faculties.

Lower prices of textbooks!

to be very conscious of price of textbooks- especially when not absolutely essential to course, lots of people will drop class or go without

Cheaper books/supplies will definitely allow students to fully participate in university. Some just can't afford so many different books for each class,
and then perhaps never use it once they have passed the class and aren't taking it again.



What guidance would you give to faculty and staff at the University of Regi...

Make it accessible to all students, including those who may not be able to afford buying a laptop to bring to their classes just to view open source
material

I would strongly recommend trying to get some deals for the students to lower the costs of textbooks, also setting up databases that could provide
free or low cost resources for learning which could make it cheaper

Make the Open Eduacational Resources open to all faculties and students. For example, if a Physics student took an English class a year ago, they
should stil be able to access the English content.

Access to Education can only increase student numbers and therefore increase funding

Most people use electronic devices, so I think the students should be able to access course material and textbooks for free online. They should be able
to mark it up online and edit it for their own personal needs.

Tell people about it!

I think it would be a great way to share materials and bring the costs down for students

Half of the textbooks we are required to have we don't end up using. Just clarification on what I should actually buy would be nice.

If the university were to adopt open educational resources i think there would be an increased amount in students taking certain courses and a
lessening amount in people dropping classes or receiving lower marks due to the fact that they can afford the course materials. Adopting this would
also lessen the burden on students of professors providing a list of materials that are needed for the first day of classes but when you attend they do
not use them, do not bother looking at them or have decided that they will not use them anymore and therefore students do not need them anymore. I
think there would be an increase in grades and also attendance because there would not be restrictions to students having access to the material and
therefore can have the supporting materials not only to aid in education but also to help with a better understanding of course material and subjects.

If the University of Regina were to adopt Open Educational Resources i think they would see an increase in students taking more courses while seeing
not as many students dropping specific courses or doing worse in classes because they can not afford the needed or supporting material. By making
materials cost free it would also lessen the burden on students of professors putting books and resources that they say need to be bought for the first
day of class but do not actually use them or once you attend a class they say they have decided not to use them. Since there would be easier access to
materials if the university adopted this i think there would be a big increase for marks in classes and a desire to attend classes because there is nothing
such as the cost of books restricting students from attending or causing fear on students of not having the course materials

Please allow students to use older editions of course materials.

lower the prices of the textbooks

all the students cannot easliy bought thier text books material so open educational resources is a best way to help them

It would help a lot because buying a textbook that we use only once or twice is a big waste of money, so most students don't buy textbooks at all, even
if they end up needing them. This leads to worse grades than if they bought and used the textbooks.

Very helpful to the students and are a positive aspect of any course

I am unaware of what this is.

Allowing students to lend their copies and have returned if they wanted them back...I know I would not mind lending books to students for a semester
but would want them returned

Decrease price



What guidance would you give to faculty and staff at the University of Regi...

it would help with costs as university is very expensive

maqke sure they dont write stuff in the books/material. it might give an unfair advantage to students taking similar or the same class

Make it more well known to students

This will greatly reduce the cost to students, and in my opinion make students more willing to purchase all of the required textbooks.

If the materials are expensive, make sure they're utilised properly in the course. I've had too many times where I got a text only to never use it in class

The use of textbooks or open educational resources is ridiculous. The amount of classes I have taken that do not use the text (which I did buy) waste my
money. Those classes that did use the text relied on it and failed to actually provide any education. Do away with both, as both have faults. I am paying
to be taught, not to teach myself through a textbook while sitting and watching a professor read word-for-word from their source. However, the price
of textbooks is outrageous and unnecessary.

Canadian Content is appreciated , Lowering the cost of material is important , I appreciate hard copies of resources

I dont know what that is.

unknown

Make sure textbooks are relevant to the course content and used for class more than once in the semester.

Provide textbooks that will actually benefit to the course. Using a quarter of the textbook and purchasing it for $120 is not a great investment
especially for a student who does not have the financial means to purchase a brand new edition that I released frequently.

Please have more books for higher level classes, they tend to be very expensive.

I don’t know what those are.

Go for it, adopt this opportunity. Competition permeates $$$ haves vs. have-not's, and many go without, the divide widens, the 1% quietly shut the
door. Education is a right, fundamental in our Constitution, Charter RF, Treaties, and our global participation ie: UN, etc. EDUCATION IS NOT A
PRIVILEGE. Stop the money mongering, topple the ivory tower, flatten the financial barrier, hack the velvet rope. If knowledge were personified, our
greatest teachers volunteered to gracefully refuse the bronze statues in lieu of more pencils, more paper, more desks, more chalk, more buses, more
meals, and more hope. Their reward, our reward, is to behold with greater awe, a deeper sharing of countless meanings and contemplation, reverence
and enlightenment...that we all equally remain- always- dust into stars.

it would be helpful for financially struggling students

I think the adoption of Open Educational Resources is a great idea and also saves on paper.

That it would be beneficial

I think it is a good idea. It would certainly help relieve students of some of the burden of some course materials.

Some courses and profs already do it! And it works great. I think OERs are an important step forward in making education more accessible.

Check through the resource yourself before using to make sure there is no miss information present, and notify and correct the class attendants on the
miss information.



What guidance would you give to faculty and staff at the University of Regi...

Text books and course materials should be part of the tuition fees, we already pay $2700 per course, therefore it should already include the resources
needed for the course

I have had notes on websites. Sometimes it may prove to be painful to read everything online. So to keep your audience concentrated it is important to
keep the contents concise while at the same time allowing the people to access the more detailed information if they require further reading

Do it.

please let students know about it (email, in class, etc.)

Please try to find free readings or open source textbooks. It may take a bit more planning but we all thank you.

If the professor doesn't require the textbook to make it know BEFORE the first day of class.

DO IT!! OUR CLASSES BLEED US DRY, DON'T MAKE US BLEED MORE SO WE CAN LEARN MORE!!!

No comment

It’s a good idea

Have professors allow old editions when the content is still the same. Often, newest editions are required simply because of different page/question
numbers or different values in questions. All of the content is the same yet new books are needed in order to complete assignments

If it would be a cheaper way for students like myself to afford courses & textbooks I am 100% for this method.

If it saves students money, Do it!

Allow student to purchase books on credit

Unsure. If it is free then YES!

send an email indicating what it is

Textbooks are rediculously priced but what is worse in when profs say you need the textbook so you buy it and then never open it. This has happened
for 80% of my classes and its a flaw in the system and by the professors.

Maybe we could have more renting options for the theoretical book, and it’s certain that students might not need it after class

I do not know about this so maybe more knowledge about it given to students

It would help a lot of students.

Send an email out to the students to inform them if the textbook for that class is mandatory or not.

Textbooks and course materials really add up something like this would be helpful

Make it free, we already spend more than enough to go here.

If electronic copies are used, still provied options for physical copies of text books. Some people, like me, don't learn as well off of a screen.



What guidance would you give to faculty and staff at the University of Regi...

I dont know what it is, so more promotion for sure, posters, get the info out there so we students could find out more about to have more of a say in the
situation

With costs of living and tuition already high and steadily increasing, controlling the cost of books and providing Open Educational Resources would
make life in general easier for students.

Don’t use resources which one only be used a couple times throughout the course

explore the overall presentation and crituqe the value which this program will have on students and do a 3 months trial

Need to educate people on what that is before implementing it

make sure teachers support it too otherwise it wont be useful

Allow students to share online resources

tuition has gone up by 2.75% from 2017-2019, APT salaries increased by 1.3% in the same time. Yet the UofR rankings have dropped in this time. Pay
for management has gone up but quality of school has gone down. Please explain

Make the textbooks actually be relevant to all course material. I don't want to be buying one textbook for $200 and only using a couple chapters within
in.

If there are optional textbooks, how can we access them?

I think open educational resources will helps us as student very much.

Make sure that if free resources are available students are given that option first

To enlighten us more on what open educational resources is all about.

That would be great

make it cheaper, stop ripping us off

Some professor would ask authors to share the textbook slides and theses were quite helpful other times some professors shared the book to the class
after gettin permission we need to encourage professors to take intiative. A lot of times we get recomended to buy 3-4 books for one class and the
teacher sometimes does not follow any. This semester I am taking a class and the textbook is from the 90s and its an oil recovey class so I am sure the
methods of doing this have changed over the last 20 years

Do it. It would help students save money.

To consult with the professor to make sure the course material is relevant to course integrity by covering the most nesscary books.

Do it no need for 100 dollar books or even 300 dollars books in this age

Provide more information, as I'm a person who hasn't heard of it before so I don't know much of anything about it.

I think that learning is what's most important when you sign up for a class. Of course, the high cost of textbooks can be a problem, but the most
important factor is relevance to the course. If there is a good OER substitution, that would most likely help many students.



What guidance would you give to faculty and staff at the University of Regi...

Do it.

To choose textbooks that are have a minimal cost to students. In my experience, I have bought quite expensive ($100 to $200) textbooks that have not
really been used in the class. Therefore, I found that buying these texts was not beneficial to my learning. I greatly appreciate when chapters or parts
of texts are digitally handed out to students at not cost for the course. It would also be helpful to have a textbook buy back at the Saskatoon Faculty of
Social Work campus.

Free books

Do it! If it benefits the students then it should be a no brainer

Textbooks can come with a crippling price tag, so if there is a solution, I hope that we implement it!

I think that this would be a cool thing to do, thank you!

With URCourses, you can access and link resources online.

Make students aware of them. Showcase the profs who are currently advocating for free texts: Harvey King in economics; Roger Petry in philosophy.
Encourage students to take a course that is currently offering a free textbook. Encourage students to take classes currently offered where the prof
does not require you to buy the textbook (George Hartner, econ) because they supply all relevant materials themselves.

strongly urge to adopt - unfortunately, in our society, a very high cost has been placed on knowledge, perpetuating inequality.

Trial and error. Sounds strange but, sometimes things just need to be tried to figure out how successful it is.

I feel if the cost of going to school and materials of going to school were cheaper and more affordable, students would achieve better grades and a
better academic standing. For me, who struggles with finances it is difficult to focus in school due to stress.

It will be a easier way for student to access educational materials and also it will motivate students to take more courses

More information given to students

I think staff are following all these things regarding with educational resources and programs. This university is good for us. We can make a career
after completing education

provide more detailed information to the students about it, maybe already before students can register for classes.

Make sure the interface is easy to use. It is important to access the material on multiple devices and allow for transfer of annotations to keep current.

Keep a tally of all users and scholarly resources are a must.

more student awareness of the program, easily available for everyone.

Texts are so expensive, this is a better option.

i donot knwo muc about open educational resources

I have no idea what the open educational resource is so i cant answer this

More Awareness on what it is and how it would help students



What guidance would you give to faculty and staff at the University of Regi...

We are already paying thousands of dollars for tuition every semester! Why are the books not included as a part of that already? If the books are
mandatory, don't make us pay for them on top of all the other expenses. If a book is optional, and not required for the class, THAN the student can have
the option to buy it. $300 for a stupid book on algorithms, that I barely use (Professors barely even follow the "required" textbooks) and have to sell
back for HALF THE PRICE? Thats garbage, I want all my money back. Especially if I didn't even touch the damn textbook.

it would be very helpful for student costs- especially with rising tuition and no action to freeze it

less expensive

Make it equal or standardized how much profs can ask students to spend

I dont know what that is.

I would suggest that the university adopts a policy for all faculties to use OER where possible and that the university puts in place the necessary
resources to make this a reality.

Give the students the relevant information.

Np

Educate people on what this is and ensure you have plenty of updated copies

I think it would be worth trying! I think it would really help students out who can’t afford expensive textbooks.

please do it.

I think it’s a good idea to allow students to have options and not have to worry about not taking a course because of the cost of textbooks.

Open Resources would be extremely beneficial to all students, especially those who find it difficult to pay for textbooks and other course resources. I
would absolutely use Open Resources if they were made available to me.

USE THEM!!!

This would be a wonderful option for faculty to use, saving students hundreds! Please consider doing this!

I think it's important to consider how much you actually use your textbook in class, and seek a resource that actually meets the needs in your course,
not just a resource that replaces the standard text you've used previously.

Make all textbooks digital and available for students online.

try and use the books we have to buy, it sucks when you don't even have to open ur book

Make it available for students to be aware of resources before signing up for a class, or at least before the course starts.

Get a variety of tutors from different faculty to help students with their respective courses/faculties.

This would be awesome

I don't know what they are, so I cannot comment.



What guidance would you give to faculty and staff at the University of Regi...

Anything the university can do to lower costs and improve student's ability to succeed at university is worth doing.

I personally have chosen to not take classes due to costs I’d heard about from peers. Due to the fact booklists are rarely available prior to a month
before the classes start I never know what to expect regarding cost which keeps me playing things safe rather than taking classes that could
potentially look a little snazzier on my transcript.

Just try it!

Use online access, or plan ahead of time for the amount that the textbook is used. It’s ridiculous to spend $100 on a textbook we use twice

I have no suggestions to make regarding Open Educational Resources

The students are already stressed, and decreasing the cost of books would help to decrease it

This would make secondary education even more accessible for lower income students. University is expensive as it is.

Ensure that when professors mark a textbook as required, it is actually required. Several times a textbook shown as required in the syllabus/ bookstore
website, was later mentioned as optional by the professor

Be considerate when pick texts

Nothing

Provide OER for all types of learners- not just reading and writing

I think it would be a good idea to adopt it into the university. It would definitely help out the students.

I'm not sure if I have guidance, but I do believe that this could be a very helpful thing for many students. There are many costs throughout the year,
especially for people like myself who have to drive a fair distance to get to school.

Do not offer digital copies as it is harder to read and difficult to access to some students

I’ve taken classes where the text book is $100 and the book itself was useless to benefit mine and my classmates learning. I believe students should
receive the option for open Educational resources in certain situations.

If it is relevant and current information I would start using it for courses instead of books that come out with a new edition every single year. This way
changes can be updated online without cost to students.

Accessibility is key. Not all students have computers except through campus libraries/computer stations. Not all students like to read onlinbe sources.
Online sources must be easy to find and connect to all device types. URCourses links must be accurate.

Please keep older editions on option to be used in class

We can try it out first and see if it will be successful, but keep other resources open for students that found easier way to get resources.

Please do it. Theres no good reason for me having to spend so much money on top of my tuition each semester. I have had profs assign books and
openly admit they don't really know whats in the book they're assigning, which is such a ridiculous waste of my money. Most of the time I just don't buy
the book and hope for the best. This is the only reason my total spending in the last 12 months is as low as it is.



What guidance would you give to faculty and staff at the University of Regi...

Please do. Or just don't use a text. Or - Maybe - Since our tuition is through the roof - PROVIDE A CLASSROOM SET OF TEXTBOOKS FOR THE PEOPLE
WHO LITERALLY CANNOT AFFORD THEM - You can have it as an option after student loans are given because y'all can see how much we get - OFFER
USED OR WHATEVER TEXTBOOKS TO THE STUDENTS WHO PROBABLY CAN'T AFFORD THEM - thank you for coming to my TedTalk

Agree

Updated information. Make them relevant so the student's education reciprocates such.

Let people who started school know about it

None

Educate students on what OER is and how to access them.

Make them widely available and educate students on them and how to obtain them.

They need to be relevant to a course. Some Educational Resources can be really hard to use or really broad.

It would be very helpful if the university invested in more course reserves in the library. Because at often times only 2 books are available for a class of
200 students.

I don't know what Open Educational Resources are..

do it

to assist students in getting the recommended texts books.

Available book listings with costs prior to registering for the class

Stop being so cheap, help your students out some

do it

Would be nice if more awareness of the program and alternatives for textbooks were available

yes, this is a great idea. Also, if these are available online, this would greatly save my back. Some of the nursing texts are 1300+ pages

Do it!

Ensure that materials are relevent and from respected academic resources, without requiring third party logins or external (non-U of R) accounts.

make textbooks easily acccessible (ebook) and wayyyyy cheaper

please sell text book at cheaper rate

Faculty should try to decrease the price of books

Make them more aware to the students for what they are about and how they can benefit us



What guidance would you give to faculty and staff at the University of Regi...

Must give more focus to it.

I think that this would be beneficial to almost every student.

Talking to professors about accepting older editions of textbooks. Some courses obviously need the most up to date information, but not all courses.
Also to see how necessary the textbook is to the course. If the prof isn’t using in class/referencing it, then I don’t bother buying

buy new version

try to lower the cost of the books from some sort of agreement with the publisher or provide relevant and extra notes

Good idea. Considering professors and ambassadors are not allowed to tell students to buy books used is underhanded

Make the used books available and acceptable for new comers at lower cost

Education that is more accessible to all means that more will be educated. That’s a win win for everyone!

N/A

keep them affordable and accessible

JUST DO IT.

Save us money please. Sometimes we are broke and can’t purchase textbooks on time then we fall behind

These would be very beneficial to students who are fighting the costs of University by cutting costs by at least $500 each semester.

Make it easy to read ansaccessc

I don't feel it is necessary for all textbooks, but often the science based courses require the biggest and most expensive textbooks. Current Open
Educational Resources would be helpful for this. Also, sometimes lab instructors think that having students print a lab booklet is better; this is false. It
often costs more to print than it does for a $10 lab manual.

make books relevant to courses that can also be found online

University is expensive enough. If you want students to succeed make textbooks available for free or low cost.

The cost of textbooks is yet another fee that gets added on to the long list of school fees. If something can be done to reduce or eliminate this cost and
barrier to education it should be done

I think it would be a very good thing for the university to offer

I don’t know what that is -sorry

Offer educational seminars/forums to show students how to use it.

Give it a try!

Students like me should not have to drop classes because they are forced to choose between a $500 textbook and groceries for the semester.



What guidance would you give to faculty and staff at the University of Regi...

Increase it. Tuition is expensive as it is, textbooks rip off both researchers and students

Do it!

N/A

I don't know what they are but students are poor so anything that could help would be great.

I'm still not sure what the Open educational resources is

Please make this an available option to students. Many could benefit from this.

Please use textbooks that are already on here as they are free and we pay lots of tuition.

It would take away part of the financial burden of enrolling and increase academic performance due to the access of resources.

It would make it easeir on students to have ways to have access to text books and learning materials needed for class without the stress on money to
buy our books

Go over textbooks for courses, some aren't even used and a different text could be boughten that relates to the following years of study and the
current year of study

Offer various formats. I prefer to have the physical textbook and study from it, as reading it online would not be effective for me.

Textbooks are overpriced to the point they are unaffordable. OER is a good option

I still not know what is OER. However I like my textbooks and I try to keep most of them.

I believe OER is quite good and the university is doing with it. Providing more copies of course materials/textbooks may help

to have a power on those ones as well, so they would match the lecture materials

I would have specific requirements as to the use of a textbook. For example, i have been in at least 2 classes where reading the text was optional.
Therefore, it was money uneccesarily spent. However, i have also had classes where we need a copy of the text to do online quizzes and such. By
putting in whether or not a textbook is required will allow students to purchase textbook based off of their willingness/efforts in the class.

I think this would be great because it relieves stress for students so that they can focus on their studies rather than worrying about having enough
money

Unsure what it is

Implement gradually. You can't just switch immediately, without it being misused or taken advantage of. There is value in having some costs to books
so that they are treated well etc.

More Awareness to students

I think adding this would be a great benefit to all students. Many of us already struggle to pay for tuition and the added cost of textbooks can
sometimes be a lot to try and pay for.



What guidance would you give to faculty and staff at the University of Regi...

In my opinion, this will be very helpful towards the future first year students. Because in my first year i had spent more time researching about how to
do my assignments and looking for more resouces, when i could of just looked over the resources available in the online course. It will help student get
more efficient work handed in on time.

I get that you need money, but so do we. Stop excessively draining us of our much needed money. If you want to use this program, make sure we can
print pages if need be or for reading convenience, copy text, etc. Also, be aware of the results to occur if it relies on wifi, because if the internet and/or
power goes down, we're screwed.

Once again, I'm sorry. I don't know what Open Educational Resources are...

Make sure people know about it, it could help people financially

I am not sure what Open Educational Resources are.

I think that is a great idea. Classes cost a lot and the textbooks just add more expenses.

I find that many of the text books that are "required" for the course are not really required as they are not often discussed by the prof and sometimes
only a small section out of a textbook is used. This has wasted me hundreds of dollars.

Make sure a hard copy is available as well

It is reasonable to charge students money for textbook/ course materials. However, textbook buyback should allow students to regain more than just a
small fraction of what they paid to purchase textbooks from the bookstore (based on the condition of textbook(s)).

Utilize them when possible

All course book should be available for borrow in library

Don’t designate a textbook simply for assignment questions and nothing else

make it easy to access and relevant to the class content.

Do it! It would really help.

MAKE ALL BOOKS FREE FOR STUDENTS AS THEY ARE PAYING LOT OF FEES OTHERWISE GIVE THEM FREE TO TAKE BOOK AT HOME FOR TWO
DAYS

It sounds great

I hope it would be adapted to University classes as this would help all students especially with the costs it takes to gain education.

You would need a very strict return policy on books, I think so borrowing them isnt clogged down for the next students in line.

Obtain a large variety of books, not just for a few, typically popular subjects

I would suggest it for specific courses for SCBScN program in which I am enrolled. Our textbooks can be very expensive and sometimes the textbooks
they say we need aren't even necessary. It would be nice to be able to have a resource open to all students because some people can't afford to pay
for all the new textbook versions that seem to change every year. Another option would be for the instructor to provide alternative page numbers for
the newest edition of a textbook as well as the second newest since the course content doesn't change, only the version of the textbook changes.



What guidance would you give to faculty and staff at the University of Regi...

To keep open minds and get familiar with the technology

Make sure the students are aware of these resouces. The students who are not well connected well enough could find it difficult to know about these
resouces.

Let us use older editions instead of spending more money on a "slightly outdated version"

I would just suggest lower cost textbooks

N/A

i don’t know what that is

Do not make it the only option because many students have different ways of learning and require the books to study to their fullest potential. Perhaps
a better option is to just lower costs.

Educate us

Provide other options of purchasing textbooks for example giving the required readings in the older edition and the new edition

To help people work with it. It will be new to students so they should be willing to spend some time getting people familiar with it

I used an open resource in a class once and significantly helped with costs, my learning, and accessibility. It was also nice to be able to highlight things
without “ruining” the book, and to share it, as well as find things easier and faster than a resource that cost money

Not sure what “currency of information” means

It would be an amazing thing to have because school in itself is very costly. Adding on an extra $1200 in books (which is what I gave paid in my first
year), without any heads up. It makes it very hard just to shovel out that kind of money when already doing everything you can't to pay tuition.

USE IT

Please do, it would make not only my life easier but all the students, I mean im paying over 5 grand a semester, without counting books, im so broke I
would even use that money to help pay for my tuition that I still owe.

Its a great idea that will get more students involved in their studies increasing gpa

I encourage to continue with because help the students

I dont think I know what Open Education Resources are. If they are resources that are free and provided by the course instructor, the guidance I would
offer is to provide varying authored pieces and resources that provide students with well-rounded exposure to course topics

Inform students on the first day of classes about the open educational resources

I think it is very important, tuition alone is very costly and many can't afford it.

Please please please start using open educational resources. Textbooks can be a huge financial burden to students and there are many sources (like
openstacks) that provide the same information but do it for free.



What guidance would you give to faculty and staff at the University of Regi...

I don’t know enough about the topic to give a fully informed answer, but on the face of it, low or no cost information seems like an excellent step
towards making education more affordable, particularly to those coming from lower income backgrounds

I dont know about these courses or programs

Please let people know actively how to get and use these resources

I would suggest having more updated/more recent information, articles, journals, etc.

I spent over $1000 in textbooks over 2 semesters, something needs to change.

Not sure what open educational resources are so I do think have any guidance

N\A

Make it easier to search

I have never heard this Open Educational Resources, but if its helpful - financially (lowering the prize of textbook), Id like to give it a try.

more publicly known

No

I was never aware of this option until now (and I've been a student at the U of R for 5 years). I think it might be a good idea to maybe post posters
around campus letting students know about this option and where to contact for more info.

Give it a try. See how it goes.

Have books posted for each class that is being offered

Announce which courses approve of and allow Open Educational Resources

Software System Engineering

To talk and explain Open Educational Resources

let students know about the resources provided by the school better.

I’d stand behind the adoption of open educational resources because of how much easier and cheaper it may make education for students

Cheaper books would be nice

No buy in fees or subscription fees

Would be very beneficial

You have to purchase multiple textbooks usually around the same time which is extremely difficult if you are living off a set monthly income.



What guidance would you give to faculty and staff at the University of Regi...

Keep the resource open for all

I guess one would be that the university would go paperless. Like having the books in an e-book format. To save more money and the environment.

Run an experiment and determine if it’s benificial to students

I am not sure what an OER is exactly, but as an online student I think that it would be super beneficial. Any way to save students some money and make
education more easily accessible is necessary!

Investigate the positives/negatives of using them.

I don’t know what open educational resources are

The adoption of open educational resources would be awesome. The university professors expect us to buy text books that don’t even get used they
are just a supplement and you can get good marks without the text that costs 200$.

I have never heard of Open Educational Resources. I would like to get more information if possible

Tuition is expensive enough, text books are rediculously expensive and doesn’t give us incentive to do well in the class, if anything it makes us not want
to get textbooks and just hope for the best

Make sure they're usable so no professor can prohibit of using it by forcing students to do assignments from a specific textbook

Very helpful; students may be more willing to take and engage in a class if the cost of course materials is not an issue

Textbook costs are a very real burden for students. If you open educational resources are a feasible solution for reducing these costs, I think faculty
and staff should do everything in their power to make it happen

They should use them more text books are way to expensive and half the profs don’t even actually use the textbook it’s just a supplement and you can
get amazing marks without them!!

You don’t really need textbooks, since exams are based on slides

More info for students on what open education resources in courses and programs are in future semesters.

don't even know what it is

Adopt to OER to lower the cost of course required materials/resources.

Provide learning tools to help students

Any ease of student costs/fees would be encouraged and appreciated.

Make sure if it is to be implemented, make sure the software program or system is up to date and user friendly, not clunky.

We already pay so much for courses adding textbooks to the list adds up. You should just stick with one version so we can sell them once we are done
using it because if you stop using it then we are stuck with the textbook! I’m more of a hard copy person because then it’s in front of my face ditgial
copies make it hard for me to use.



What guidance would you give to faculty and staff at the University of Regi...

Textbooks are way too expensive, especially when editions go obsolete ever year because a new edition came out, and especially in English courses
where multiples (sometimes very expensive) novels and anthologies are required. Having (free) access to, for example, Broadview online content would
save a lot of money.

If it saves money and enhances the learning of students, then go for it.

Better market strategy

I've thoroughly enjoyed all of my classes that have used OER's, and I encourage the U of R to get on board with this to help benefit students who are
already paying extremely high prices of tuition, parking, extra fees, etc.

I don’t know what that is. Maybe if it was advertised more

I think it has the potential to be valuable, for it is another source for research and knowledge. A risk with it could be not sufficient enough data,
meaning the data isn't really of quality material.

I am unsure as to what that is exactly

Open Educational Resources would be of great value to me as a student. The cost of textbooks causes many students, myself included, to often refrain
from purchasing the material in efforts to save money. Sometimes this choice makes assignments and studying or tests more challenging but students
are willing to do it in efforts to save money on a book they may not use again. I strongly believe pen educational resources would directly effect the
academic success of students. Perhaps students could be given an online access code or password for an online resource site that included the
textbook and other interactive materials would be a good solution.

Make it cheaper for students to get an education at an already very pricy University

Further educate the students about the availability of these resources

Not sure what this is

I would use this resource.

The least expensive course texts that are used often such as English could be stock piled and borrowed to students taking that course so we don't end
up with random books that we don't ever refer back to.

To not tell us we need the text books if we actually do not

If I have to purchase something for the course half way through the year fro example, to participate in a study that is mandetory to pass the class I
would like to be informed of that and would probably have taken a different course. Also, give more info about Open Educational Resources because i
have no idea what that is

Give us more access to free materials. Often textbooks are “required” and never used

Please make this available for students

Do it!!!

To consider options that are best for students.

I am not familiar with this



What guidance would you give to faculty and staff at the University of Regi...

Will support the initiative

N/A

Perhaps send more emails about them as I had never heard of it as I know of prior to this survey.

Helpful to know if the textbook is actually mandatory- often states "mandatory" online in bookstore (ie. rather than optional), get to class and prof says
it is optional

Please try to reduce the book price. It is now a days a necessity for studying.

In this case, my opinion my not matter, due to the fact that I am not faculty. Besides, it is an option that was not introduced to me before.

Please arrange it as soon as possible. It'll be very beneficial to international students because already the tuition fee and other costs are huge. This
book purchase adds an extra burden. Thank you

It may be a more economical idea to have more open education resources used in all courses.

Cost effectiveness is key

I think it's important to adopt open educational resources because many student in the university have financial issues. Therefore they cannot
purchase new books which result to getting lower grades in the courses that they are taking.

Lower the costs. I have to cut back on grocery shopping because of it

I don’t know much about it but anything to help reduce textbook costs would be a positive thing; some of the costs are ridiculous

This is probably not going to happen because too many people buy their textbooks and the UofR makes a profit from it.

To lower the cost of bookss or reading materials or provide it by professors

No idea, since I have never heard of the Open Education Resources

Please do. Our tuition is already so costly and majority of the books you force us to buy we never look at again once the class is finished.

If it can help students save money, I think it would be a great opportunity

They should adopt open educational resources.

Ensure that the materials offered in the program are current materials that the professors will actually use for the class.

Lower prices or more affordable books new and used

Access code should be purchased by the university. The price of the hard copy textbook is lesser then the assess code, which questions what is worth
more for me. And the access code doesn't go last long.

There needs to be more copies at the library- not just one textbook for a class of 300

Please be open to this concept! It is cost effective for students and environmentally friendly too.



What guidance would you give to faculty and staff at the University of Regi...

Awareness is needed

I’m not really sure.

Find a resource to base course content from.

I think open resources are awesome. Most of my textbooks are $300 each so finding sites that allow my access those books for free is extremely
important to me.

Make it accessible to students who are u of r students but not in Regina on main campus.

Just that it is a good idea, and would benefit the studies/grades of many students.

N/a

A haiku: Textbooks: expensive; They're made of paper and ink; Not f***ing diamonds

they shoud

Use them, for textbooks and lab manuals too

Try to use as many as possible.

I think it would be helpful to increase accessibility

Would be awesome for students who can’t afford it.

Please make sure that it is accessible for everyone.

If you request us to buy the textbook then at least make it worth our money. I don’t like being told to have it but then never using it

Don't force us to buy books if they're not TEXTBOOKS. just teach me!!!

Support Dr. Petey's program. His textbooks are $20, others on similar material are $200.

Not applicable as I don’t know what open educational resources are.

Don’t know what that is

The price of textbooks is too damn high, fix it or we will find ways around them.

Professors who require assignments from textbooks should be using free textbooks

Would greatly benefit lower income students

Make it more aware

Its a welcome idea. But this survey has not enlightened me adequately on what open educational resources is.



What guidance would you give to faculty and staff at the University of Regi...

Have open educational resources.

I think it is a good idea to lower the cost for students having to buy multiple textbooks per class.

Do it because we’re already broke college students like literally life doesn’t need to be harder for us

It sounds like a fantastic idea.

The days of buying a textbook from the uni are long gone

To use this data for the betterment of the student

I think that it will be helpful for us students to get access to it.

PLEASE DO IT

Great initiative if it open educational resource can be implemented at U of R.

I don't know what it is.

Model after other instituitions so it is done properly, and does not become a mess.

Quality of resources should be first consideration followed by cost. When materials are of similar quality choose the less expensive option

I prefer a physical book

They would be great as University is already very costly without having to pay for textbooks as well. My GEO 100 professor put our textbook on
URcourses for us all to access which was really great!

That would be extremely helpful as in my program there has been mistakes in posting the wrong textbook and having bought it due to the universities
fault and resulting in unnecessary money coming out of the students pocket.

have links on class syllabus

It is extremely important

Use them whenever possible! The price of books is such a silly thing to be a barrier to education

I think it would be a great idea, some textbooks are brand new editions that are very expensive even though not much has changed. Professors should
post if a next book is not required for the class early on.

Online and in text

University is very expensive as it is. By lowering the textbook amounts or by providing alternative methods for students to achieve these textbooks will
increase success in their studies.

I am not aware of the Open Educational Resources so I cannot comment on this matter

Please adopt the OER to reduce the total costs student incurr to acquire education



What guidance would you give to faculty and staff at the University of Regi...

Make it easier to buy and sell used textbooks through the school and make professors give the list of books for the course months prior so we have
time to prepare for those expenses

Some profs write their own texts. This is often (not always as some write crappy texts) a great

Lower costs?!?!

Make it known to all students in the first class

More information regarding resources available to students; easier access to sell textbooks

Make sure students know about this before they buy textbooks in the beginning of the semester

Perhaps use more open textbook resources, and try to offer more affordable versions for classes. I would say double check the textbook with the
professor and the u of r textbook store. For a few of my classes the u of r bookstore has different textbooks than what my professor is using for
required textbooks. I end up buying more textbooks that I need and it's difficult for me to sell them as a result.

It’s will help student get better marks

If you have the option, please do use open educational resources! It really helps students out.

Cheaper textbooks

Make more posters or advertisements about this! Make a variety of ways so that the open resources are easy to access!

Make sure the materials and books are actually gonna be used for class

If university can't provide hard copy of books cheaper, then they should provide pdf's of that books or course material

maximize the open educational resources as much as you can a lot of students need it.

Provide a variety of ways to make used textbooks more accessible or send an email acknowledging the costs! Maybe display more posters our about
these open resources! hey

Stop requiring expensive one-time use textbooks. They benefit nobody but the publishers. Profs have to redo course material, students are left with
the expense

If it lowers costs, adopt it.

If it helps lower costs, adopt it.

No comment as I do not know much about open educational resources.

Not sure

Please remember that students may be going without basic necessities in order to afford school

Honestly not sure as I have never had the opportunity to use or learn about them



What guidance would you give to faculty and staff at the University of Regi...

Use less textbooks or tell us at the start if we need and i mean need the book for the course

None

Give us options. Stop leaching of your students.



Q17 - Would you like to enter a draw to win the cost of one semester of textbooks? All

questions must be completed on the survey to be eligible for the draw.
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Showing rows 1 - 3 of 3
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